Influence of spectral locus and F0 changes on the pitch and timbre of complex tones.
Harmonic complex tones comprising components in different spectral regions may differ considerably in timbre. While the pitch of "residue" tones of this type has been studied extensively, their timbral properties have received little attention. Discrimination of F0 for such tones is typically poorer than for complex tones with "corresponding" harmonics [A. Faulkner, J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 78, 1993-2004 (1985)]. The F0 DLs may be higher because timbre differences impair pitch discrimination. The present experiment explores effects of changes in spectral locus and F0 of harmonic complex tones on both pitch and timbre. Six normally hearing listeners indicated if the second tone of a two-tone sequence was: (1) same, (2) higher in pitch, (3) lower in pitch, (4) same in pitch but different in "something else," (5) higher in pitch and different in "something else," or (6) lower in pitch and different in "something else" than the first. ("Something else" is assumed to represent timbre.) The tones varied in spectral loci of four equal-amplitude harmonics m, m + 1, m + 2, and m + 3 (m = 1,2,3,4,5,6) and ranged in F0 from 200 to 200 +/- 2n Hz (n = 0,1,2,4,8,16,32). Results show that changes in F0 primarily affect pitch, and changes in spectral locus primarily affect timbre. However, a change in spectral locus can also influence pitch. The direction of locus change was reported as the direction of pitch change, despite no change in F0 or changes in F0 in the opposite direction for delta F0 < or = 0-2%. This implies that listeners may be attending to the "spectral pitch" of components, or to changes in a timbral attribute like "sharpness," which are construed as changes in overall pitch in the absence of strong F0 cues. For delta F0 > or = 2%, the direction of reported pitch change accord with the direction of F0 change, but the locus change continued to be reported as a timbre change. Rather than spectral-pitch matching of corresponding components, a context-dependent spectral evaluation process is thus implied in discernment of changes in pitch and timbre. Relative magnitudes of change in derived features of the spectrum such as harmonic number and F0, and absolute features such as spectral frequencies are compared. What is called "spectral pitch," contributes to the overall pitch, but also appears to be an important dimension of the multidimensional percept, timbre.